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Customer Reviews

I bought this book for my 7 year old daughter who is in the second grade. This book is a continuation from writing workbook grade 1. So if you can, please get the first book, if not the book is still great. My daughter loves this book and it is learning her the concept of writing a proper sentence, a letter and a paragraph. Chapter 1-4 covers some long vowel words, words with ch, tch, oy, oi, ge, dge, tion and sion. Chapter 5-7 covers pronouns words like it, I, him, her, our their, you, your, mine, this, that, me, my, and us. Chapter 8-9 covers irregular plural nouns. Chapter 10-14 covers verbs present and past tense and plural verbs. Chapter 15-18 covers irregular verbs. Chapter 19-20 covers contractions. Chapter 21-36 covers adjectives, subjects and predictions, long subjects, adverbs, longer predictions, punctuation, writing sentences and writing a story. Overall this is a great book that will help your child write properly.

My son is a lefty, and writing has always been a struggle. I’ve seen him write neat many times, but at school, he writes sloppy. He gets bored and writes too fast! This book was a great choice to hone in on those writing skills and improve the motor skills in his left hand. My son LOVES the book. It has a place for a grade on each page, and he gets excited when I give him a 100. He writes so neat
with this book! Thank you Kumon Learning.

Kumon is amazing with how they set up the learning with their books, they review and then gradually work into the new topic and so my kids are never confused because its not just a basic worksheet book its an actual learning book and teaches you from step to step! Kumon you rock please keep coming up with new stuff because I absolutely love your books!!

This is a great writing workbook, especially for the price! The only reason it gets a 4 rather than a 5 is that it sells for around $5 on rainbow resource, so the price on is a bit too high in my opinion. This is perfect size for doing about 2 pages a week, that way it will last about 1 school year. Alternatively, you could do a page a day and then get through another workbook as well during the year. I am going to do the 2 pages a week with my son, and then do other language activities on the other 3 days. I think that will work well. I would recommend as an inexpensive beginning writing program for homeschoolers along with some other things or as a great supplement for any child.

I have ordered all the books in the 3rd and 4th grade series...math and reading/writing. After I ordered 2 books, I was so impressed that I wanted them all. It is perfect for "filling in the gaps" for my son. He can work at his own pace and continue learning throughout the summer. We are going to continue with these books throughout the school year. I would highly recommend these books to any parent who wants to help their child make major improvements in reading and math.

I have bought almost all my homeschoolers supplies through Barnes and nobles and when they don't carry my grade level I need, I get it from ! Love the books :) I think they are on par with the actual grades they'll need to learn the material by.

Great review to help my son be ready for 2nd grade. But just to be clear this is more handwriting and paragraph content. Not creative writing.

Excellent!!! My son loves doing this book and its VERY close to what they learn in class with the way the instructions are. I think that he will be more confident in 2nd grade now that we are using this over the summer.
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